Fog is a kind of disastrous weather phenomenon. In this paper, the geostationary satellite MTSAT imagery is selected as the main data source to radiance fog detection. According to the unique feature of radiance fog from its generation to dissipation, especially considering the difference between clouds and fog during their lifecycle, the characteristics in frequency domain was constructed to discriminate fog from clouds, The time series MTSAT images were register with a modified Gauss Newton optimization method firstly, then, the Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter was applied to the time series remote sensing imageries to process the noises in the original signal, after that the non-orthogonal Haar wavelets was applied to convert the signal from time domain into frequency domain. The coefficient of high frequency component, including the properties: "max", "min", "the location of the min", "the interval length between the max and min", "the coefficient of linear fit for the high frequency", these properties are selected as the characteristic parameters to distinguish fog from clouds. The experiment shows that using the algorithm proposed in this paper, the radiance fog could be monitored effectively, and it is found that although it is difficult to calculate the thickness of the fog directly, while the duration of fog could be obtained by using the frequency feature.
INTRODUCTION

Background
As a relative frequently disastrous weather phenomenon, fog can reduce regional or local visibility, deteriorate air quality and cause problems for nautical operations, aviation and surface transportation. It also produces a great hazard to power equipment, crop growth and human health (Li, 2008) . Therefore, it is very important to monitor fog in quasi real time. Conventional ground observation is a precise method for fog detection, but it requires much human, as well as economical, resources. Routine forecast methods, such as meteorological statistical approximations and numerical-prediction models, also cannot provide satisfactory forecast results because of their limitations, which include lacking of enough and accurate land surface/air observation data or relevant information, shortcomings inherent from these methods, etc (Ma, 2007) .
Fog detection methods based on remote sensing technology use many kinds of satellite data, from geostationary to polar-orbiting satellites, through to observing the Earth"s surface repeatedly on a large scale. It would be convenient in fog detection by using the high temporal resolution satellite. With the increasing development of satellite remote sensing technology, data sources will be more numerous, reliable and stable, which makes fast and dynamic fog detection possible.
Introduction of MTSAT
The Multi-functional Transport Satellite (MTSAT) series are a series of weather and aviation control satellites. The MTSAT series provides imagery for the Northern Hemisphere every 30 minutes in contrast to the previous hourly rate, enabling JMA to more closely monitor typhoon and cloud movement. The MTSAT series carries a new imager with a new infrared channel (IR4) in addition to the four channels (VIS, IR1, IR2 and IR3) of the GMS-5. MTSAT imagery is more effective than GMS-5 imagery in detecting low-level cloud/fog and estimating sea surface temperatures at night and has enhanced brightness levels, enabling a whole new level of image imagery (JMA, 2006 
FOG DETECTION WITH TIME SERIES MTSAT IMAGERIES
Existing methods
Research on fog monitoring and forecasting based on remotesensing techniques has been carried out for many years. In the early stage, fog and stratus were discriminated by their different reflectance characteristics from other clouds in the visible band. Hunt (Hunt, 1973) theoretically proved that the small droplets found in fog produce a lower emissivity at 3.7μm than at 10.8μm, while the emissivity at these two bands is roughly the same for larger droplets. The difference in emissivity will cause a differentiation between the brightness temperatures at the midinfrared band, and the thermal infrared bands. Eyre et al. (Eyre 1984 ) and Turner et al. (Turner, 1986) (Wen,2014) found the NDFI feature could discriminate fog from high /middle/low cloud in the perspective of spectrum, while fractal dimension feature could describe fog and high/middle/low cloud in the perspective of texture. The NDFI feature of fog is lower than clouds and the fractal dimension feature of fog is also lower than clouds, based on this, a new fog-monitoring algorithm based on combined the NDFI and fractal dimension is proposed.
Radiation fog generally appears at night or in the early morning, and then it will gradually dissipate as the sun rises. means there is a strong diurnal variation characteristics of radiation fog, many researchers have in depth research with MODIS in fog detection, while due to the limitations of its transit time (local time 10:30 AM), at this time radiation fog is likely already in its dissipating stage, using MODIS data alone is often difficult to be objective and accurate detection of radiation fog, and it is also difficult to obtain the fog distribution of time-spatial varying information. For this situation, the geostationary satellite such as MTSAT is a kind of suitable data sources.
Fog detection with time series imagery
Clouds and fog have unique micro-physical characteristics, and clouds and fog really exist certain similarities, especially low cloud and fog is difficult to discriminate. During the generation to dissipation of radiance fog, the change in the time series remote sensing images could show its unique feature in reflectance, brightness temperature, and difference value in brightness temperature during the lifecycle of fog, while clouds do not have the obvious characteristics during its generation to dissipation. The difference during the lifecycle between fog and clouds is more significant than only using one piece of remote sensing imagery.
The high temporal resolution stationary satellite imageries could be regarded as a kind of time series data, the time frequency conversion methods such as Fourier transform, and Wavelet analysis could be applied to process the time series data, the features including "brightness temperature", "reflectance", and "the difference in brightness temperature" for clouds, fog and clear land surface could be extracted and analyzed in time domain and frequency domain to construct the characteristic parameters from the time series stationary satellite imageries.
Wavelets are a recently developed mathematical tool for signal analysis. Wavelets are used as a kernel function in an integral transform, much in the same way that sines and cosines functions used in the Fourier analysis. Now the primary application of wavelets has been in the areas of signal processing, image compression, medical imaging, etc. Compared to Fourier analysis, a Fourier series requires that all time functions involved be periodic. In addition, Fourier analysis does not consider frequencies that evolve in time. Finally, Fourier techniques suffer from certain annoying anomalies such as Gibbs phenomenon. Wavelets, on the other hand, can be chosen with very desirable frequency and time characteristics as compared to Fourier techniques, the wavelet transform uses short windows at high frequencies and long windows at low frequencies. Thus the windowing of wavelet transforms is adjusted automatically for low or high frequencies or a low frequency, and each frequency component gets treated in the same manner without any reinterpretation of the results (Guan, 2007) .
The time-series MTSAT images involves a set of MTSAT images taken from the same scene at different acquisition times. Considering the noise or the error during the data transmission or data producing procedure in the preprocess of the MTSAT time series images, it is necessary to register the time series images firstly. In this paper, we adopt a modified Gauss Newton optimization method to find out higher accurate registration of the time series images by calculating the minimum standard deviation between the registered images.
Then, considering the noise distributed in the time series images, the Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter should be applied to perform a local polynomial regression on a distribution to determine the smoothed value for each pixel at each time phase. Savitzky-Golay filter could preserve features in the original signal such as relative maxima, minima and width, which are usually flattened by other adjacent averaging techniques.
After the preprocess the input time series signal could be decomposed into approximate part and detail part by using discrete wavelet transform, the approximate part is obtained by the low-pass filter to reflect the approximate coefficients of the input signal, while the detail part is obtained by the high-pass filter to indicate detail coefficients of the input signal. The simplest discrete wavelet transform is Haar wavelets. Figure 1 shows the difference after the wavelet transform between low cloud and fog. In this section the non-orthogonal Haar wavelets is applied, the calculate formula is below:
(c) (f) Figure 1 . discriminate fog and low cloud by using nonorthogonal Haar wavelets: (a) original signal of fog, (b)fog"s high frenquency part after Haar wavelet transform, (c) original signal of low cloud, (d)low cloud"s high frenquency part after Haar wavelet transform,(e) the line fitting for fog signal, (f) the line fitting for low cloud signal
The coefficient of high frequency components, including the "max", "min", "the location of the min", "the interval length between the max and min", "the coefficient of linear fit for the high frequency", these properties are selected as the characteristic parameters to distinguish fog from clouds. It is difficult to calculate the thickness of the fog directly, while the duration of fog could be obtained by using "the interval between the max and min" described in this section. 
EXPERIMENT AND VALIDATION
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, according to the time series feature of radiance fog and cloud and the limitations in the existing fog detection method, the MTSAT data is selected as the main remote sensing data source. The time series MTSAT images were register with a modified Gauss Newton optimization method firstly, then, the Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter was applied to to the time series remote sensing imageries to process the noises in the original signal. After that, the non-orthogonal Haar wavelets was applied to make up the characteristics feature in frequency domain to discriminate radiance fog from clouds and land surface. The experiment shows that using the algorithm proposed in this paper, the radiance fog could be monitored effectively, and although it is difficult to calculate the thickness of the fog directly, the duration of fog could be extracted accurately with high temporal imageries. In the future research, the thickness of fog and the duration of fog should be combined to find the relationship between these feature.
